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ABSTRACT

In tli is paper, an i d e a on dark matter nonconcentr ic with luminous

n a t t e r i s proposed. This case could inf luence the r o t a t i o n curve of

galaxy differently in its different direction. Recently, Rubin and Ford's

observation on rotation curve of Hieksoa 88a lias been explained by means

of the idea. Some possible observational predictions have also been given.
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In recent y e a r s , more a t t en t i on has been given t o the problems of dark matter in

as t rophys ics an<I rtosmolorcy (/Aneisi , ly3o) . Although we do not know what i-.s

dark matter , howovor we a re convinced ttiat dark s ia t te r should ex is t from ro ta t ion

curves of ga laxies (Kyaaumov, I98/I), Dark matter does not i n t e r a c t with hadronic

matter except through gravitational force. It in di^sipationles:;, but i t could

s t i l l produce groat influences on many cosmological processes, especially on

clustering of cosmic matter and on large scale structure of the Universe.

Usually, the distribution of dark matter is assumed to be concentric with

hadronic (luminous) matter. However, some kinds of nonconcentricitiea between

distributions of dark matter and luminous matter might also be possible for the

following reasons,

a) The clustering of matter is usually assumed to have grown from a gravita~

tional perturbation seed in early Universe (Quinn, Simon and Zurek, I986). As

their properties of interaction are quite different, the perturbation seeds of

dark matter and hadr-onic matter might also be different. Through the relaxation

of gravitation, they could approach to be concentric. However, since dark matter

is dis3ipationless, the process of concentricity would last for a very long time.

Therefore, two kinds of matter, in some cases, might s t i l l be nonconcentric.

b) EVen for concentric cases, i t is also possible that dynamical processes

lead the hadronic (luminous) matter to deviate from concentricity with dark matter.

For example, by emitting some jetlike things in one direction, the nucleus of the

luminous disk of galaxy should get a velocity to move in opposite direction, while

the centre of dark matter remains at rest. Then the luminous disk would be noncon-

centric with the dark matter (corona or halo).

If i t i s true, we should find some evidence from rotation curve. Recently,

Rubin and Ford (Rubin, 1986) discovered that the rotation curve of"the component a in

Hickson compact group 88 appears different in different directions (see Fig. 1)

This phenomenon may indicate some relation to the above mentioned noncon-

centricity.

In the following section, the influence of the nonconcentricity on rotation

curves of galaxies will be pointed out and the possible explanations of rotation

curve in Hickson 88a is given.

We hope the idea proposed here about the notjooncentricity could be useful

not only in explaining the individual example of Hickson 88a, but also in studying

the more general cases.
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The influence of noncoucentric H matter un ttie rotation curve

Th*? production meclviniom of nonoancentrioity i:> compliivited, but tho •lyri'trnî  l-l

behavior is evon more complicated ;iftor the nonconcnnt rioity forino.l. Hovever,

in fipitn of the complicated mechanism, wo will discus the influence;: only

after the formation nf nonconepntrit-.ity. Har'* we discuss the influences of

nonconcentricity on rotation curves of galaxies in the following simplified

a.) In case the luminous disk of a galaxy is concentric with i t s dark

corona, the rotation curve usually appears flat for distant region. However,

if there is SOITIJ other nearby dark nutter nonuoneentric with tho galaxy, the

galaxy would rotate round their common mass centre. It could be considered an

a whole in rotation, i . e . every part of galaxy have the same angular velocity

to the common marss centre. Than new additional velocity proportional to tho

distance from the centre of galaxy would be included in the rotation curve,

which will appear slightly inclined.

Fig. 2 illustrates the case, GC (G - the centre of the

galaxy and C — the common mass centre) is taken as X—axis. 2. denotes the

distance GC. "vL the rotating velocity of point C round mass centre C is taken

as Y-axis for vt, is always perpendicular to GC. The x-y plane i s the rotating

plane. Let us consider the observational plane 0A3. The direction of the line

of sight is •s', of which the spherical coordinates are ( l , fls, f g ) . The spherical

coordinates of any point P (denoted by "r) on AB line, along which the rotation

curve is observed, are (r, )« s is perpendicular to "?, so r"."s=O. Vp and

v are the projections of the velocities of point P on AB and point G round C

(vl and v" ) on the line of sight. They can be calculated in terms of triangular

relation and perpendicular condition between r and "if. Here after some calcula-

tion we have

and

v0a

Pa
sin^P - r(sin tfg - cos (2)

People always include v into the red shift of the galaxy. So only the velocity

v of point P relative to G on the line of sight is need^i
r 2 2 l / ?

v = v-s — v_, =cor(sin n — cos $)
r Ps Gs vs

Note, the additional velocity v is proportional to r, but the sign is the same

(1)

in different aide of G. Thus, tho rotation curves incline, but s t i l l remain

symmetrical in different sides (I'M;';.3). Prom eqn. (3), i t s slope depends on

the angular velocity of galaxy round the tnas.i centre, and also on the direction

relative to the line of sight. However, the galaxy could not be rotating as a

whole. But, as long as tho velocity keeps to be linear in r, the rotation

curve would only become inclined linearly, and s t i l l symmetrical in different

nide.

b} The luminous disk of a jjalaxy was concentric with i t s dark corona

(or halo) originally. After emitting aotae jetlike thing, the central part of

the luminous disk obtains a velocity in the opposite direction as the result of

momentum conservation law. Because of viscosity or so, other parts of luminous

disk would also successively get some velocity. This leads to a velocity dis t r i -

bution v(r) of luminous matter (Pig.4). In general, v(r) could be some function,

then we might take v(r) to fi t the observational rotation curve. The simplest

function is linear (at least as the first order of approximation), which i s

enough to explain the mentioned rotation curve of Fig.1. Therefore, in the

following discussion, we use linear approximation for v(r) . Observationally,

the velocity of the centre v is included in the redshift of universe expan-

sion and thus should be subtracted. Then v(r) could be written as

v(r) = o<ir|, (4)
here of is a constant and r denotes the distance to the centre of the disk.

Evidently, this model makes the rotation curve to be different in differ-

ent side.

3. Hubin-Ford's asymmetrical rotation eurvs on Hicksort 88a and i t s

explanation

Recently, Rubin and Ford (Rubin, I9B6) have observed the rotation curve of

Hicicson 88a (Hickson, 1932). Hickson 88 is known aa NEJC6978(de Vaucouleurs,

1967)« The size of Hickson 88a is about 60 lepe and the distance from us is
a

about lCr lightyears. It ia a spiral galaxy. There are four galaxies within

Hickson 88. The observational rotation curves of Hickaon 88a are shown in

Pig.l . Two rotation curves are corresponding to the opposite directions from

the nucleus of the galaxy.

Rubin-Ford's discovery of asymmetry of rotation curve on Hickson 88a is

very important. It i s difficult to interpret in the usual way. Here we will give

a tentative explanation.

I f

• i l

i t
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X.; i^;uil, wt> iLi^ui^ tli'? <>ri>;i!iiil rotat ion ciirvi: of f{ii;ksori 83^ to bf:

t.yi>i O:i.l * It:* rotation curvt1 ^o-̂ 3 up ;:toeijly, then i t ini,-jpH. aitju-oacliej* ajyrniv-

t o t i o ' - l l y to 'no :H nomiVuit. Houcvor, Ifubin—Kml1 ^ ourv.;, î v̂ n itui iv^r;t>^> :*ii

iivni- both :;idf;^r An:i.; not approach to lie fl . t t , but .H Hr'u-Tht lilu! aomi'W.'iat

i n e l i r i f l upward, thf1 ulopc of the average rain's i;i about 7 km/n/kpc ( l ' i g . l ) .

This inclination may be due to the rotation of Hickson 03.i toother with it;;

larorn roiinti .;OMP other nearby dirk matter. !''rotn oqn. (3), w" have

(5)

hero to denote.-; i t s angular velocity round nearby dark matter.

If we uup the corona distribution function of Ostriker—Cnldwell ( Cald-

v.";ll and OHtriker, 1931 ; Ostriker and Caldwell, 1933 ) to describfi this nearby

dart; matter, lie could obtain

« £ ~500 km/a (6)

here S, i s th« distance from the centre of Ilickson 88a to the dark matter centre (real-

ly the tnas^ centre of the total system ) . Hence we have

500/7 (7)
juct v/ithin ths order of the compact group siae Df Hickson 88 . Thus, the other

galaxies i " Hiokson 88 may serve as the above mentioned nearby dark matter,

•j'hia means the inclination of the asymptotic part of the Rubin-Ford's average

curve may bo due to tho rotation of Hickson 88a round other galaxies of this

compact group.

The asymmetry of Efubin-Pord rotation curve can be explained ty (4). The

Rubin—Ford's upper (lower ) curve may be their average curvo plus ( minus ) V(r)

using (4)« Then we can use Rubin—Ford's curve to determine the parameter of the

model

o(ss4 tan/3/kpc (8)

therefore the velocity of the central part may be about 70 lon/s.

U, Discussions

a) Asymmetric rotation Curve of galaxy is rather peculiar. Nonconcentricity

between distributions of luminous matter and dark matter provides a possible

way to explain the peculiar character. However this nonconcentricity is not

stable, i t i s only a short period phenomenon compared to the age of the Universe

Therefore v(r) is also a temporary distribution. The time scale in order to reach

new stable configuration ia far leas than Rubble time. Hence, i t is expected

that the fiuMn—Ford' n rotation curve on Hickson 88a should bn •iecom;n.niad by

other active phenomenon in short time scale, for example^ a jetlike phenomenon

- 5 -

ne;irby would b'; ob^erv*;!.

b) According to tho explanation of nonconcentricity, if we could measure

tho rotation curve in detail, for example, not only in two ilirections( Jouth—

Eant and Houth— ';><.'•• st ), but also in more directions, vis could (jet more infor-

mation about the position of dark jtiatter centre and the interaction between

nucleus and other parti; of the disk by means of numerical calculation.

c) If dark matter and luminous matter were nonooncentric,they could be not only

rotating, but also oscillating each other. The oscillating case could happen

due to the dissipationless character of dark matter. When the two centres are

surpassing each other, there Is no energy loss. The rotating case i s simi-

lar to the binary system of objects, but the oscillating case doou not corres-

pond, to normal celestial sy3tera. Recently there are some papers on flatten-

ing of dark halo ( 3inney, May and Ostriker,15>86 ), Perhaps the oscillating

case would be helpful to solve the problem also. He hope the observation would

support the existence of oscillating case in the future.

This paper does not only explain the single example of Rubin-Ford's

new obsnrvatiom.1 results, but also proposes a nev idea of nouconcantricity of

dark matter and luminous matter. The idea miffht make the theoretical asodel easy

to f i t . More observational data on rotation curve to support the ides is also

required.
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uurvea of Ilinknon 88a appear different in different

directions and are ^xplained theoretically, (*) and (c) are .straight lines

to fit to Hubin-i'Virifu observational data on northwest and southeast sides;

(b) ii! the additional velocity distribution in linear approximation.

Pi;*. ? The sketch figure of tho galaxy as a whole rotating to the common

m5Eo r.entro C,

Fig. 3 Galaxy as a whole rotating round common mass centre C. (l) curve

of vf=«or(sin jj^ - con' fl ) ' ; (?) normal rotation curve ; (3) the rota-

tion curve of galaxy as a wholo rotating to C.

Pig. 4 Additional velocity distribution according to eqn. (4).

Rubin, Ford
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linear approximation
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Fig.
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